7. Good, smart data
8. Actionable information
9. Allows for evaluation/analysis
10.Relevant measures
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1. Clear, concise, well organized
2. Simple
3. Easily used
4. Ability to share
5. Appropriate level of complexity
5. Specific for the task

10 Tips for a Great Dashboard

of this goal/objective:

5 Benefits: The following people would benefit from seeing the progress

for these tasks/activities:

4 Resources: These people could help me create, manage, provide input

success of these tasks/activities:

3 Measures: I can use the following metric/milestone to measure the

monitored to reach the above goal/objective:

2 Tasks/Activities: Here are 2 activities that need to be completed or

process, issue or project:

1 Goals/Objectives: I would like to focus on the following big idea,

Get started with creating a simple dashboard for your organization by
defining the following:

Name:
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DASHBOARD 101
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Goal/Objective

Activity/Task - Priority

Item is moving forward as planned, no issues
Item is 'on hold' or has some identified delay or explained circumstance
Item is stopped or not progressing, needs to be discussed, needs resources
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